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SliderApps is a media incorporation that focuses on online app marketing and consumer use
of apps. Their platform exhibits apps to those who are eagerly looking for fantastic apps.
SliderApps publish almost all kind of apps like: games, business, shopping, finance,
weather, music, travel, news, sports or education. Only a select number of apps are
allowed to be added in the website daily. On the website, app developers get a perfect
platform to promote their apps or business.
Dhaka, Bangladesh - SliderApps is a media incorporation that focuses on online app
marketing and consumer use of apps. Their platform exhibits apps to those who are eagerly
looking for fantastic apps.
More than 2,000,000 apps are available for mobile phones and tablets on the internet.
Additionally, numerous new apps are coming online daily, to be more precise, on Android
market and Apps stores. Regardless of who the person or what the platform is, there is an
app for everyone. Only a select number of apps are allowed to be added in the website
daily. SliderApps publish almost all kind of apps like: games, business, shopping,
finance, weather, music, travel, news, sports or education.
Slider Apps Serves Mainly Two Markets:
* App Users - Our consumers find it easy to learn about new apps
* App Developers/Owners - App developers get a perfect platform to promote their apps or
business, especially in a cost effective way
For Consumers Looking for Apps:
We exhibit only those apps which are unique and user friendly. To ensure topmost quality
and best user experience, maximum 50 apps are allowed to be added in our website daily.
Our goal is to have customer satisfaction. So a user can search the whole database to find
out the right kind of apps. On top of that, they may subscribe for the customized email
alerts of their favorite type of app. No wonder, user will discover new eye catching and
lucrative apps on any given day which will make them say, "WOW, what an app, I must have
one in my phone/tab."
For App Developers and Business Owners:
You are a super talented coder and you know how to make great apps. Now after you made
some of those great apps it's time to get noticed in front of the world. SliderApps.com is
glad to offer you a membership based platform to exhibit your apps to the users who are
eagerly looking for fantastic apps. Seems too hard to get noticed? Well, our unique
marketing approach gives you the right tools to handle all these hard parts. Our user
friendly and simple interface always draws a huge number of audiences each day, because we
have the most marketable URL's in SliderApps.
SliderApps:
http://sliderapps.com/
Marketing Packages:
http://sliderapps.com/sales.html

SliderApps is a media incorporation that focuses on online app marketing and consumer use
of apps on various platforms. Our platform exhibits apps to those who are eagerly looking
for fantastic apps. More than 2,000,000 apps are available for mobile phones and tablets
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on the internet. Additionally, numerous new apps are coming online daily, to be more
precise, on Android market and Apps stores. Regardless of who the person or what the
platform is, there is an app for everyone. Only a select number of apps are allowed to be
added in our website daily. We publish almost all kind of apps like: games, business,
shopping, finance, weather, music, travel, news, sports or education. Copyright (C) 2013
SliderApps. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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